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protecting business-critical data is a
priority. by default, acronis fully encrypts
all data stored in true image backups.
you can decide to encrypt only the files
that are more sensitive, or encrypt all of
your backup. once your data is
encrypted, you can protect it with a pin.
✔ more features in fewer clicks. simplify
your backup routine by adding multiple
drives to a single backup set, change
backup settings such as the number of
times you want to back up, or compress
backed-up files with just a click. we've
added features to help you quickly back
up and restore files, data, programs,
settings and more. ✔ resiliency. improve
your backup security with our unique
privacy manager. protect files by
removing the value of any metadata that
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might be used to identify your files, then
encrypt them before saving them to disk.
if the original files are later damaged,
you have the option to restore your files
and metadata from the back-up,
guaranteeing you can restore exactly
what you originally backed up. ✔ greater
data recovery options. we've added the
ability to recover files with just a few
clicks. quickly choose an image file that
matches your type of media and then
recover your files from it. if your drive
fails, you can backup to another drive,
and you can also recover from a usb or
dvd disc. ✔ support and training. our
support team is here for you. you can get
help with resolving common issues, such
as password resetting. we offer a lifetime
support guarantee so you can call or
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email for all your questions and queries.
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acronis true image 2021 is the only data
backup and recovery solution with an
artificial intelligence based defense

against ransomware. it actively detects,
stops and automatically reverses the
effects of unauthorized encryption.

online backup allows to store your files
and disks on acronis cloud. acronis true

image is easy, efficient and secure.
acronis company continually test,

innovate, and support their software in
ways no competitor can match. in fact,
acronis true image 2020 features more
than 100 enhancements designed to

deliver the best personal cyber
protection. lucacaul f91c64177c software
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